We present a study of the B and Be star populations of the Double Cluster h and χ Persei. Blue optical spectroscopy is used to first measure projected rotational velocity, V sin i, effective surface temperature, T eff , and surface gravity, log g, for B-type sample stars, while available Strömgren photometry is used to calculate T eff and log g for the Be stars showing emission. In our sample of 104 objects for which we measured these stellar parameters, 28 are known or proposed Be stars. Of these Be stars, 22 show evidence of emission at the times of our observations, and furthermore, we find evidence in our data and the literature for at least 8 transient Be stars in the clusters. We find that the Be stars are not rotating near their critical velocity, contrary to the results of studies of similar open clusters. We compare the results of our analysis with other previous studies, and find that the cluster members are more evolved than found by Huang & Gies but still retain much of their initial rotational angular momentum.
Introduction
NGC 869 and NGC 884 (h and χ Persei, respectively) are a well known double open cluster, visible in the Northern hemisphere, and have been the focus of many studies over the years. The early 1900's saw a number of studies attempting to determine cluster membership, positions, and radial velocities (Messow 1913; Adams & VanMaanen 1913; Hertzsprung 1922) . By the 1960's more extensive studies, such as that of Slettebak (1968) , were being conducted to determine spectral types for the 1 Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory, National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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3 Current address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State University, P.O. Box 4106, Atlanta, GA 30302 cluster constituents. More recently an extensive study has been conducted by Currie et al. (2010) in which they investigated the general properties and membership of the clusters. Their results, in agreement with those of Bragg & Kenyon (2005) and Slesnick et al. (2002) , find that the clusters are incredibly similar, having common ages of ∼13-14 Myrs, distance moduli dM = 11.8 − 11.85 (∼ 2, 200 pc), and reddenings of E(B−V ) ∼ 0.52−0.55. They also estimate a total mass of at least 20,000 M ⊙ for the clusters.
One of the prominent motivations for our study is that these young open clusters are rich in Be stars. As early as the 1920's, observational studies conducted by Trumpler (1926) and others noted the presence of emission in the hydrogen lines of many of the brightest B-type cluster members. Modern studies of the cluster have shown that upwards of 30% of the brightest B-type stars are known to be Be stars . In a study conducted with Spitzer, Currie et al. (2008) investigated the lower mass stellar population for mid-infrared excesses due to the presence of protoplanetary disks. They also identified 57 Be stars and candidates exhibiting excess emission at 24µm, which helped to motivate our study to follow up these candidates and confirm their Be nature. Of their stars, 21 had previously been identified as showing emission, and 20 of their stars are included in the present study.
The modern working definition of a Be star is given as "a non-supergiant B star whose spectrum has or had at some time, one or more Balmer lines in emission" (Porter & Rivinius 2003) . While this general definition also encompasses objects such as the well known Algol binary systems and Herbig Ae/Be stars, classical Be stars are further delineated as having circumstellar line emission formed in an optically thin equatorial disk, low-order line profile variations, and rapid rotation (Porter & Rivinius 2003) . These Be disks are comprised of warm gaseous material ejected from the stellar surface during outburst events. The gas is then pulled into a gravitationally bound orbit about the stellar equator.
It is well established that as a population, Be stars rotate faster than than their non-emission, Btype counterparts. Precisely why this is the case, however, is still debated. There are three primary theories as to why Be stars are rapid rotators: they may have been born as rapid rotators, spun up by mass transfer in a close binary system, or spun up during the main sequence evolution of B-type stars. The observed rotation rates of Be stars are ≥60-80% of their critical velocity (McSwain et al. 2008) , at which point the gravitational and centrifugal forces are balanced, although recent results suggest that this threshold may be mass dependent (Huang et al. 2010) . The main sequence lifetimes of these objects are likely extended as a direct result of their rapid rotation, as this fosters rotational mixing of their stellar interiors and replenishes their hydrogen cores (Meynet & Maeder 2000) . However, rapid rotation alone is not enough to spur the photospheric material of these stars to form the disk structures they host. It is likely that other weaker processes, such as non-radial pulsations (NRPs), are needed to provide the additional angular momentum necessary for this material to leave the stellar surface (Rivinius et al. 2001; Porter & Rivinius 2003; McSwain et al. 2008; Cranmer 2009) . A growing number of Be stars have been identified to exhibit NRPs (see Rivinius et al. 2003; Emilio et al. 2010 ).
B-type and Be stars have become important targets for asteroseismology. In hot stars, different pulsation frequencies provide information about different layers of the stellar interior. The information gleaned from studies targeting B stars with NRPs is being used to improve current stellar structure and stellar evolution models. Doing so, however, requires accurately determined stellar surface parameters in order to set appropriate boundary conditions for these models. Accurate measures of effective temperature and surface gravity are particularly essential to determining stellar radii for these models, as well as for determining stellar ages and evolutionary spin-down. Many B-type and Be stars in h and χ Per have been found to host NRPs, and currently there are on-going campaigns to observe and characterize the nature of the variable pulsations found in these stars (Krzesiński & Pigulski 1997; Krzesiński et al. 1999; Saesen et al. 2010) . The interest in the pulsating stars of h and χ Per necessitates improved measurements of stellar parameters for the cluster.
There is an on-going debate in the massive star community regarding the evolution of angular momentum of B-type stars. With their abundance of B-type stars, h and χ Per are two of the many stellar clusters at the center of this debate. Strom et al. (2005) find that the present-day rotation rates of these stars are set by environmental characteristics of the natal clouds in which they formed, with little change over the main sequence stellar lifetime. The work of Huang & Gies (2006a) and Huang et al. (2010) , however, indicates that the observed rotation rates of B-type stars are due less to the initial birth-line rotational rates of the stars and more to evolutionary spin-down or mass transfer in binaries. Both studies also observe that B-type stars in clusters have, on average, significantly higher rotation rates than field B-type stars. Resolving the angular momentum problem also requires a new examination of the stellar parameters and evolutionary states.
In this work we present stellar properties determined from blue optical spectroscopy of a sample of B and Be stars in the clusters. Section 2 provides details of spectroscopic observations taken with various instruments. In Section 3 we discuss our methods for determining V sin i, T eff , and log g for both the B and Be star populations. We feel that in order to study Be stars relative to their non-emission peers it is important to apply a uniform technique for B and Be star analysis (in as much as possible). With this homogenous and independently determined dataset we will be able to further investigate the nature of the clusters' Be star population. Section 4 quantitatively compares our results with those of Huang & Gies (2006a) and Strom et al. (2005) , who use different methods to determine the same physical parameters. We discuss the impact of our disagreements in the context of the evolution of stellar angular momentum. Finally, in Section 5 we draw our conclusions regarding the clusters' massive star populations. We plan to use the results of this work to examine the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the star + disk systems among the Be star population in a forthcoming paper.
Observations
We have obtained spectra for a total of 104 members of NGC 869 and NGC 884 during multiple observing runs: 2005 November using the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) Wisconsin Indiana Yale NOAO (WIYN) 3.5 m telescope with the Hydra multifiber spectrograph; 2010 August using the Wyoming Infrared Observatory (WIRO) 2.3 m telescope with the Long Slit spectrograph; 2011 November using the KPNO 2.1 m telescope with the GoldCam spectrograph; and 2012 January using the 0.9 m KPNO Coudé Feed (CF) telescope with the Coudé spectrograph. The UT dates, wavelength range, resolving power, number of targets, and instrumental setup details for all runs are summarized in Table 1 .
All of the spectra obtained at the WIYN 3.5 m with the Hydra spectrograph have been zero corrected using standard routines in IRAF 4 , and have been flat-fielded, wavelength-calibrated, and skysubtracted in IRAF using the dohydra routine. The Hydra observations obtained by M. Virginia McSwain in 2005 consist of 7 exposures of NGC 869, totaling 2.25 hrs, and 5 exposures of NGC 884, totaling 2 hrs. Each exposure has been wavelength calibrated via a CuAr comparison spectrum both before and after the cluster observations. For each of the two configurations, the exposures have been transformed to a common heliocentric wavelength grid and co-added to produce good signal-to-noise for each star. The spectra were rectified to a unit continuum by fitting line-free regions.
Before any reduction or calibration routines were applied to the WIRO 2.3 m data, all spectra (object and comparison) were corrected for bit-flip errors with the rfits routine in IRAF. A CuAr calibration lamp source was used to obtain wavelength calibration spectra before and after every object spectrum. The spectra were then zero-corrected, flat-fielded, wavelength-calibrated, and rectified to a unit continuum using standard slit spectra routines in IRAF. Fainter objects that required multiple exposures were co-added prior to continuum rectification to improve signal-to-noise. Given the poorer resolution of blue WIRO spectra, we cannot use these data with our spectral fitting techniques described in Section 3. We therefore only use the blue and red WIRO spectra to identify Be stars exhibiting emission at the time of our observations. Spectra from the KPNO 2.1 m instrument have been similarly zero-corrected, flat-fielded, and wavelength-calibrated using the standard routines found in IRAF. Once wavelength calibrated via the HeNeAr comparison lamp spectra, which were taken before and after every object spectrum, the data were rectified to a unit continuum.
In a similar manner, the spectra obtained with the 0.9 m KPNO CF telescope have been zerocorrected, flat-fielded, and wavelength-calibrated using the standard routines in IRAF. ThAr comparison spectra were taken every one to two hours during the run. The data were then rectified to a unit continuum.
Physical Parameters from Spectral Models
The first component of our population study is to determine basic parameters for the cluster constituents using a methodology devised by McSwain et al. (2008) . Using ground based optical spectroscopy (4000-5200Å) and model fitting techniques, we can determine V sin i, T eff , and log g for each star. To obtain these measurements, we compare our observed spectra to grids of model Btype stars, determining a best fit to the data by minimizing the mean square of the deviations rms 2 .
We begin our analysis by making a rough esti-mate of T eff and log g for a star, and then we compare the He I λλ4387, 4471, 4713, and Mg II λ4481 lines with the Kurucz ATLAS9 models (Kurucz 1994) to determine V sin i. These lines are used because their broadening is dominated by the effects of rotation, thus yielding a better indication of V sin i. We then take a weighted average of the four values determined from each of the lines to give our measured value of V sin i. The error, ∆V sin i, is determined by the offset from the measured best-fit value that increases the rms 2 by 2.7rms 2 /N . Here, N is the number of wavelength points within the fit region. A sample fit determined for He I λ4387 in NGC 869-90 is shown in the bottom panel of Figure  1 . Our results for V sin i and its errors are listed in columns 2 and 3 of Tables 2 and 3 .
In Be stars it is possible that the He I lines may contain weak emission from the circumstellar disk, which may partially fill the absorption features and narrow the overall line profile. So while we have made measurements of V sin i where we can for Be stars in our sample, these values should be considered as lower limits.
We measure a mean V sin i =157 km s −1 with a standard deviation of 89 km s −1 for the normal B-type stars of both clusters, including binary systems. Assuming an average inclination angle of i = 60 o , this gives a mean V eq = 181 km s −1 for our sample of B stars. For the Be stars we measure a mean V sin i = 205 ± 81 km s −1 , with a mean V eq = 237 km s −1 . From this it is clear that the Be stars in these clusters are, on average, rotating somewhat more rapidly than their B-type counterparts.
The cumulative V sin i distributions for all Be and normal B-type stars in both NGC 869 and NGC 884 are shown in Figure 2 . In comparison to other young open clusters (see McSwain et al. 2008 McSwain et al. , 2009 , we find that the Be star population of NGC 869 and NGC 884 are rotating surprisingly more slowly that expected in comparison to their B-type counterparts. Using the two-sided KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) statistical test, we investigate the null hypothesis that the distributions of B-type and Be stars differ. The K-S test indicates a 7.6% chance that the two populations are drawn from the same sample. Using the values of mass, M ⋆ , and radius, R ⋆ , discussed below for all stars in our sample, we can determine the critical velocity
for our stars. For simplicity in this expression, we assume that the polar radius of the star, R p , is equal to R ⋆ , and that a rotationally distorted star has an equatorial radius R e = 1.5R p . With this, we find a mean V crit of 430 km s −1 for the B-type and Be stars in these clusters.
Having determined values of V sin i for each star, we turn again to model spectral fitting to determine values for T eff and log g from the Hγ line at 4340Å. The hydrogen Balmer lines are particularly sensitive to T eff and log g, making them ideal for determining these quantities accurately. The method outlined here was employed for normal B-type stars and Be stars with no emission present in this work. For stars having T eff ≤ 15000 K we employ the methods of Huang & Gies (2006a) , who use Hγ line profiles generated by the line-blanketed, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) Kurucz ATLAS9 and SYNSPEC codes. The "virtual star" models produced by their code simulate spherically symmetric stars with constant T eff and log g across their surface, and the spectra of these model stars are then used to measure these values and their errors of our observed spectrum, similar to our procedure for V sin i. The errors ∆T eff and ∆log g are determined from the quadratic sum of the V sin i propagated errors and the errors due to the intrinsic noise in the observed spectrum. For hotter stars, LTE models should systematically underestimate T eff as non-LTE effects alter the equivalent width of the Hγ line we are measuring. Hence for stars having T eff ≥ 15000 K, we use instead the metal line-blanketed, non-LTE, plane-parallel, hydrostatic TLUSTY BSTAR2006 model spectra (Lanz & Hubeny 2007) . A sample fit of the Hγ line in NGC 869-90 is shown in the top panel of Figure 1 . The errors ∆T eff and ∆log g are determined from the values that produce an rms 2 no more than 2.7rms 2 /N greater than the minimum rms 2 . Our results for T eff , log g, and their respective errors are shown in columns 4-7 of Table 2. 29% of the stars in our sample are rapid rotators, having measured values of V sin i in excess of 200 km s −1 . At such significant rotational velocities, assuming a spherical shape for these stars is no longer plausible given the substantial centrifu-gal forces distorting the stars into oblate spheroids. This rotational distortion produces significant differences in both the temperatures and surface gravities at the polar and equatorial regions. As the measured values of T eff and log g are averages across the visible stellar hemisphere, these rotational effects produce lower values than expected, a phenomenon known as gravitational darkening. As the rotation rate for a star approaches its critical velocity, the equatorial radius may increase by as much as 50%, while the polar radius remains unchanged. For these reasons, we convert our measured log g to log g polar , as detailed in Huang & Gies (2006a) . The authors produce detailed spectroscopic models to investigate the effects of such rotational distortions and determine a statistical correction factor for log g. This factor is averaged over all possible values of inclination angle, i, for a variety of stellar models. By bilinearly interpolating between their models, we converted our measured value of log g to log g polar . This value of log g polar is a better measure of the true surface gravity of the star, untainted by the effects of rapid rotation, and provides us a more accurate means of comparison between slowly and rapidly rotating stars. The log g polar correction is therefore most significant for stars rotating more rapidly than 50% of V crit . We assume that this conversion produces a negligible change to the value determined previously for ∆log g. Our derived values of log g polar are listed in column 8 of Table 2 .
Once we have measured parameters for all of the B-type stars, we can then determine M ⋆ and R ⋆ for each of them by interpolating values from the Schaller et al. (1992) non-rotating evolutionary tracks, consistent with the slow rotation of most of our targets. These evolutionary tracks are shown plotted with T eff and log g polar in Figure  5 . The errors ∆M ⋆ and ∆R ⋆ correspond to our measured ∆T eff and ∆log g. Additionally, we have compared our results with the rotating models of Ekström et al. (2012) , and we find agreement between the models to within 10%. The resulting values of M ⋆ , R ⋆ , and their respective errors are listed in columns 9-12 of Tables 2 and 3. We have also checked the accuracy of our results by comparing the TLUSTY BSTAR2006 model SEDs with the observed SEDs for our B-type sample stars, and find excellent agreement between our derivations of distance and reddening with the accepted values of Currie et al. (2010) . These results will be discussed further in a forthcoming paper.
We note that star NGC 869-566 did not show any signs of emission in our initial observations, but has since exhibited progressively stronger emission in our more recent 2010 and 2012 observations; hence we include it among the non-emission Be stars and have measured T eff and log g from the Hγ line it its 2005 blue spectrum. For the other Be stars in our sample we cannot determine accurate values for T eff and log g via the same model fitting technique, as hydrogen absorption line profiles are altered by emission during disk phases of these stars. Instead we can use Strömgren photometry available from the WEBDA 5 database to correlate T eff and log g for all of the B-type and Be stars in our sample. Nonemission B stars with both available Strömgren photometry and spectral model fits were included as calibration stars for the photometric technique. To this we add eight additional stars from Napiwotzki et al. (1993) with well-known T eff and available Strömgren data. We use ubvy magnitudes to first determine the Strömgren indices m 1 and c 1 , given by
The calculation of T eff determined by Balona (1984) requires us to convert the c 1 index to the dereddened index c via the expressions 
given by Balona (1984) . McSwain et al. (2008) found that this calculated value, T Balona , slightly underestimates the true T eff of the B-type stars. Thus, we performed a linear fit to the data, shown in Figure 3 , and determined a correction factor that will bring the two independent measurements into agreement. In this way, we are able to use the B-type stars measured by both methods as a calibration to yield values of T eff for the otherwise immeasurable Be stars. These T eff and our calculated errors are listed in columns 4 and 5 of Table 3 .
To determine log g, Balona (1984) advocate using β and c 0 . Given that β serves as an indicator of log g via spectra line width, and c 0 is an indicator of temperature in hot stars, the relationship between these two values can serve as a HertzsprungRussell diagram for the cluster providing a means for investigating the temperature and evolutionary trends of the stellar population. In more evolved giant or supergiant stars (luminosity classes III and I, respectively), the hydrogen lines are very narrow due to the lower densities in the outer atmospheres of these stars, decreasing the collisional rates that produce the pressure broadening mechanism. Main sequence stars (luminosity class V), which host more dense atmospheres and thus higher collisional rates and higher pressures, have broader hydrogen lines. In general, we do see that the values of c 0 and β for the B-type calibrators shown in Figure 4 agree with the relations for class V and III stars of Balona & Shobbrook (1984) . However, the circumstellar disks present in Be stars (shown as filled diamonds in Figure 4 ) will artificially brighten the β magnitudes of these stars, contaminating the c 0 − β relation for these stars and our calculated values of log g. The spread in log g of the B-type calibration stars prevents us from simply applying either of the c 0 −β relations shown in Figure 4 to the population. Instead, we perform a linear fit to the calibration star data and obtain a corrected value of β which we then use to correct our calculated T Balona and finalize our calibrated, calculated temperatures and surface gravities for the Be stars exhibiting emission in our data. Since the clusters are approximately the same age, this single fit is appropriate. Additional details regarding the method to determine T eff , log g, M ⋆ , R ⋆ , and their respective errors for the Be stars can be found in McSwain et al. (2008) . We do not perform any further correction to obtain log g polar for the Be stars measured with this technique, given the large scatter between the calibrators' log g polar and their Strömgren log g. The final results for log g and ∆log g of the Be stars are listed in columns 6-7 of Table 3 .
We highlight our results regarding the Be star population in Table 3 , and we note that these Be stars were selected from the literature based on previous observations of spectral line emission or via photometric surveys needing spectroscopic confirmation. Presented within Table 3 are a total of 28 known or proposed Be stars within our sample of 104 stars. For these objects we were able to examine the state of emission from our observations, and then determine their stellar parameters by our spectral modeling or Strömgren photometry methods as detailed earlier in this section. The broad-band Strömgren indices used to derive their T eff and log g are not likely to be affected by their rapid rotation. We do see evidence of emission in 22 of these Be stars. Interestingly, we see evidence in our data for at least 8 "transient" Be stars (McSwain et al. 2008) . The stars NGC 869-146, NGC 869-717, NGC 869-1268, and NGC 884-2262 were observed as Be stars in the past (Slettebak 1985; Fabregat et al. 1994; Keller et al. 2001; Bragg & Kenyon 2002) , and the star NGC 884-2468 is a proposed candidate Be star (Currie et al. 2008 ). However, we do not see evidence of emission in our observations of these objects. As mentioned previously, the known Be star NGC 869-566 was initially observed by us in 2005 and showed no sign of emission in its spectrum. However, it has since developed increasingly stronger emission in our 2010 and 2012 observations. For the other two transient Be stars (NGC 869-49, NGC 884-1772) , we do see emission in our spectra, however other authors have noted them in non-emission phases in the past (Schild 1966; Slettebak 1985; Bragg & Kenyon 2002; Keller et al. 2001) . We are currently preparing a followup paper that discusses the Hα emission properties of all the Be stars in our sample.
Comparison with Other Studies
Previous studies, such as Strom et al. (2005) and Huang & Gies (2006a) , have investigated some of our B star targets to determine the same basic stellar parameters we do, however their analyses employed LTE atmospheric models or quantitative corrections to LTE model measurements to account for non-LTE effects. Between these two studies there are clear discrepancies in their measurements and the conclusions each draws regarding the natal rotation rates and angular momentum evolution of the clusters' massive stars. An accurate determination of a given star's surface gravity is essential to the evaluation of stellar radius and evolutionary state. As we show here, non-LTE effects can contribute to significant errors in measurements of log g.
Amongst the 54 stars common to our sample and that of Huang & Gies (2006a) , we find some discrepancy between our respective results. As can be seen in Figure 6 , there is very good agreement in our determinations of V sin i. This is to be expected since we both used LTE models to fit the He I and Mg II lines to measure V sin i. The differences at low V sin i may be due to a difference in spectral resolution between our respective datasets.
However, differences in our measured temperatures for stars with T eff ≥ 15000 K and in our measured log g values are clearly apparent in Figures 7  and 8 , respectively. Given that our general methodology for measuring T eff and log g is the same as Huang & Gies (2006a) , the source of these discrepancies lies partially in our use of different stellar models. While Huang & Gies (2006a) employ the LTE Kurucz ATLAS9 models (Kurucz 1994) , we use the more recently available non-LTE TLUSTY BSTAR2006 models of Lanz & Hubeny (2007) for those stars in our sample with T eff ≥ 15000 K. In their analysis Huang & Gies (2006a) acknowledge that their derived temperatures are likely to be slightly lower and gravities slightly higher compared to measurements derived from non-LTE model atmospheres, as shown by the comparative analysis of Lanz & Hubeny (2007) . Lanz & Hubeny (2007) find that in the non-LTE models the hydrogen Balmer lines tend to be broader and stronger due to the overpopulation of the n = 2 energy state, thus LTE models will yield overestimated surface gravities due to the altered the shape of the Balmer line wings. Przybilla et al. (2011) compared LTE ATLAS9 models to non-LTE TLUSTY models for temperatures between 15000-35000 K. They found that non-LTE effects are significant above 22,000 K, affecting both the cores and wings of the Balmer lines. They find that LTE Balmer line profiles have equivalent widths up to 30% lower than in non-LTE line profiles. This would cause a non-LTE model to find a higher temperature for the same observed line, or LTE models underestimate the temperature. Przybilla et al. (2011) also find that LTE models of the Hγ line may overestimate log g by up to 0.2 dex.
While the expected temperature disagreement is opposite of the trend we find in our comparison of our work with Huang & Gies (2006a) results, several of our common sample stars with temperatures greater than 24,000K are Be stars, some of which we find to exhibit transient behavior. It is likely that emission has subtly filled in or otherwise altered the Hγ line profile, which would result in the overestimation of T eff for these stars by Huang & Gies (2006a) . We also find one proposed spectroscopic binary among this common sample, so the Hγ line profiles may be further altered by variable line blending effects. For the remaining B-type stars in this region it is possible that our temperature discrepancy is due to variable emission in unknown Be stars, unresolved binaries, clumping in the hot stellar wind, or differences in the atomic species included in our respective atmospheric models that affect hydrogen stark broadening (Przybilla & Butler 2004) .
With the quantified disagreement in T eff and log g shown here, the anticipated effect of non-LTE atmospheres on the measurement results is more significant than initially assumed by Huang & Gies (2006a) . The effects of these overestimated temperatures and gravities also affect their determined stellar masses, their usage of log g as an indicator of stellar evolutionary status, and their determined spin-down rates of B and Be stars. We find that cluster members are more evolved than indicated by Huang & Gies (2006a) . These B stars may spin down more slowly than the rates observed by Huang & Gies (2006a) and Huang et al. (2010) .
We also compare our results to those presented by Strom et al. (2005) , who adopt the T eff values derived from UBV photometry by Slesnick et al. (2002) . In their study they find reasonable agreement between their measurements of V sin i and those of Huang & Gies (2006a) , though their results are systematically 5% smaller than the results of Huang & Gies (2006a) . Comparing the results of the 26 stars common to our two samples, we find a similar agreement and systematic underestimation of Strom et al. 's V sin i values when compared to our measurements, as is expected given the excellent agreement of our results with those of Huang & Gies (2006a) . Upon further comparison of our results, we find that Strom et al. (2005) and Slesnick et al. (2002) have overestimated T eff for hotter stars as well. We note that the two most discrepant stars are both Be stars, suggesting that their Hβ emission contaminates the B-band brightness used to derive T eff . Thus M ⋆ and R ⋆ for the Be stars as shown in Figure 9 are also likely overestimated.
Finally, we note that many of our Be stars were found to be possible spectroscopic binaries by Huang & Gies (2006a) and Strom et al. (2005) . Since Huang & Gies (2006a) did not present measurements of T eff or log g for many of their spectroscopic binaries, not all of our measurements could be directly compared. Their classification as binaries may be inaccurate due to variable emission in their spectral lines. Further monitoring of their radial velocities as well as their emission will clarify their status.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have measured V sin i, T eff , log g polar , M ⋆ , and R ⋆ for 104 B-type and Be star members of NGC 869 and NGC 884 using spectroscopic modeling techniques and calculations from Strömgren photometry. Our determined values for V sin i are in good agreement with the earlier results of Huang & Gies (2006a) , though there is some discrepancy in our measured temperatures and surface gravities due to our use of the more recently available non-LTE BSTAR2006 stellar models of Lanz & Hubeny (2007) and the possible contamination of Be stars and spectroscopic binaries. Because of the resulting over-estimation of log g, Huang & Gies (2006a) have underestimated the retention of initial angular momentum by the cluster members.
We find that the cluster members are significantly more evolved than found by previous measurements. We also identify 8 transient Be stars in h and χ Per. The Be stars in these clusters are also rotating more slowly than expected based upon other young open clusters. Further monitoring of the massive stellar constituents of these clusters, and their rotation rates is well warranted.
In a forthcoming paper we will examine our sample of Be stars and their disk structures in greater detail. We will use the SEDs of B-type cluster members to compare our derived distances with previous measurements. Using our determined stellar parameters, we will be able to separate and examine the stellar and disk contributions to the total Be star + disk system flux through their observed SEDs. From these SEDs and multiple observations of Hα we will investigate the Be disk radii, masses, and longterm variability.
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